
 
Additional Plastic Parts For Coach/Combine Kits 

Evergreen 
Size Item 

No. Description 
Inch mm Fract 

Qty. 
/ Pkg 

123 Dimensional Strip 14” (35 cm) Long 0.020 x 0.060 0.50 x 1.5 N/A 10 

 

Notes: Used for the battens on the car sides and ends (see Construction Step 10). For the 1870 
Board & Batten design 2 packages per car are required. For the 1880 Planked Side 
(Matchboard) design some battens are still used around the windows, 1 package per car is 
required. (Originally I used 1.0 x 1.5 mm battens, which were too thick from now on 0.50 mm 
thick battens will be used).  

196 Dimensional Strip 14” (35 cm) Long 0.188 x 0.188 4.8 x 4.8 N/A 4 

 
Notes: These 4.8 mm square strips are used to make the quarter rounds (quads) that are 
applied to the four outside corners of the coach/combine outer walls (see Construction Step 18). 
1 package per car is required. (If you can find 4.8 mm quarter rounds (quads) then use that.). 

222 Round Rod 14” (35 cm) Long 0.062 1.6 N/A 8 

 
Notes: This is what I refer to as my “Rivet Rod”, we’ll be using this to create rivet and bolt heads 
by cutting thin slices from the rod and gluing them in various places around the car. (See 
Construction Step 27) 

230 Round Tubing 14” (35 cm) Long 0.312 7.9 5/16” 3 

 

Notes: This tubing is used to make the “Drum Type” air vents found on the Clerestory (see 
Construction Step 24), and the upper car corners where the Letter boards wrap around from the 
car side to the car ends (see Construction Step 18). Also may be used in making the exterior 
stove chimney (smoke-jack) (see Construction Step 31). (One piece of tubing is all that is 
required to build a single car, so if you can buy it by the piece it will be less expensive.). 

241 Half Round 14” (35 cm) Long 0.060 1.5 N/A 5 

 Notes: These pieces are used on the windowsills (see Construction Step 18). (1 Package per 
car is required.) 

250 Quarter Round 14” (35 cm) Long 0.100 2.5 N/A 3 

 
Notes: These pieces are used in the rounded door reveals on the Coach end doors, Baggage 
end doors, and the sliding baggage doors in the car sides (see Construction Steps 4, 8 (Combine 
Only), 9 (Coach & Combine)). (1 Package per car is required.) 

254 Square Tubing 14” (35 cm) Long 0.250 x 0.250 6.3 x 6.3 N/A 2 

 

Notes: These pieces of square tubing (i.e. SHS = Square Hollow Section) are used in the four 
interior corners of the car to cement the car ends and sidewalls to each other. Additionally it’s 
recommended that in the case of the combine two additional pieces be cemented to the baggage 
compartment side of the wall that separates the coach and baggage sections of the car, thus 
providing a total of six points of attachment tying the car chassis to the car body (see 
Construction Steps 11 & 32). (1 Package per car is required.) 

266 Channels 14” (cm) Long 0.188 4.8 N/A 3 
 Notes: These pieces are only required if you are building the combine, they are used to create 

the channels (i.e. both upper and lower) that the baggage door in the car sidewalls slide in (see 
Construction Step 25). (Only one length of channel per car is required, so if you can buy it by the 
piece it will be less expensive.) 

9020 Opaque White Styrene Sheet (9”x12”) 0.020 0.50 N/A 3 
 Notes: This 0.5 mm sheet is used in various places within the car’s construction. Cut into 11 mm 

wide strips and used as the outer most letter-board / fascia that wraps around from the car side 
to the car ends (see Construction Step 18). Used to close one end of the “Drum Vents” on the 
Clerestory (see Construction Step 24). Used in making the platform step straps (see Construction 
Step 28). Used in the external stove chimney (smoke jack) construction (see Construction Step 
31). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Plastruct 

Size Catalog 
Code 

UPC Pkg 
Code Description Inch mm Fract. 

Qty. 
/ Pkg 

ST-4 90201 ABS Square Tubing 1/8” 0.125 3.2 1/8 7 
 Notes: These pieces are used to make the new spreader bar between the truck side frames 

that the brake and brake beam assemblies are hung from (see Construction Step 27) (Only 
one length of this item per car is required, so if you can buy it by the piece it will be cheaper.) 

ST-6 90202 ABS Square Tubing 3/16” 0.1875 4.8 3/16” 6 
 Notes: These pieces are used to create the central core in the Evergreen 6.5 mm square 

tubes cemented in the interior corners of the car and are what actually provide the material 
that the bolts holding the chassis to the car body thread into. (See Construction Steps 11, & 
32). (Only one length of this item is required per car, so if you can buy it by the piece it will be 
less expensive.) 

 
K & S Engineering / Special Shapes Co. 

Size Item 
No. Description Inch mm Fract

Qty. 
/ Pkg 

 Brass Rod Solid - Round 12” (30 cm) Long 0.040 1.0 N/A  

 Notes: This item is used for car end handrails (see Construction Step 30) and platform step 
support (see Construction Step 30). (4 Lengths of this item is required per car.) 

 Brass Rod Solid - Round 12” (30 cm) Long 0.060 1.5 N/A  

 

Notes: This item is used for making the truss rods for the under carriage (see Construction Steps 
13, & 23). (x Lengths of this item are required per car.) I personally purchase and use full-length 
brass brazing rod from a welding supply house for approximately $0.40 per length. If you can find 
it, it may be less expensive that way. 

 Brass Tube – Round 12” (30 cm) Long 0.080 2.0 N/A  

 
Notes: This item is used to make the platform end rails (see Construction Step 30). K&S makes 
two types of this size tubing one has a wall thickness of 0.135” and the other with a thickness of 
0.175”, either type is acceptable. (2 Lengths of this item are required per car.) 
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